
EVANESSE™ CB6194 clean label emulsifier supports 
in-demand package claims while maintaining the taste 
and texture consumers expect
Consumer demand for clean label foods and beverages is as strong as ever — “natural”/“all natural” and 
“no additives”/“no artificial ingredients” rank as the most important front-of-package claims among U.S. 
consumers.1 Help your products stand out in an increasingly clean and simple world with EVANESSE™ CB6194 
clean label emulsifier. Sourced from chickpeas, it delivers the functionality of a traditional emulsifier with the 
appeal of a single, recognized ingredient. Combine great taste and texture with consumer-friendly labels in 
your dressings, mayonnaises, cooking sauces and ready meals with EVANESSE™ CB6194 clean label emulsifier. 

A SIMPLE SUBSTITUTION FOR A CLEANER LABEL     

Emulsification made clean and simple 



Mix functionality with consumer appeal 
More and more consumers are shopping for clean label foods and beverages — and Ingredion research confirms 
that consumers prefer ingredients that are recognizable, such as chickpeas, over artificial ingredients.2 In fact, 
people are so passionate about clean labels that half of North American consumers are even willing to switch 
brands for a cleaner label.3

Meet this growing demand with a formulation-friendly, chickpea-based emulsifier that delivers the performance 
of artificial emulsifiers while supporting the cleaner, simpler labels and on-trend, front-of-package claims your 
consumers want.
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WHIP UP CONSUMER-
WINNING PRODUCTS 
WITH INGREDION 

Partner with Ingredion to access 
our innovative plant-based 
solutions and the research-based 
insights you need to create 
your next breakthrough clean 
label product. Experts at our 29 
Ingredion Idea Labs® innovation 
centers are ready to help you 
reformulate for simpler labels 
while keeping the great taste 
and texture your consumers love.  

Find ideas to solutions
ingredion.us  |  1-800-713-0208

  

Maintain performance and eating experience    
EVANESSE™ CB6194 clean label emulsifier enables you to maintain 
visual appeal when replacing eggs, OSA modified starches and other 
artificial emulsifiers in your mayonnaises, dressings, cooking sauces 
and ready meals, without impacting taste or texture. Achieve excellent 
extended shelf life stability when paired with native functional 
starches, like NOVATION® starches. 

Support in-demand dietary claims
Containing no animal products, EVANESSE™ CB6194 clean label 
emulsifier helps your products fit into more consumers’ lifestyles:

 • Enables “vegan” and “vegetarian” claims

 • Non-GMO, gluten-free and hypoallergenic 

Substitute a consumer-preferred ingredient
EVANESSE™ CB6194 clean label emulsifier is made from chickpeas, a 
consumer-friendly ingredient. Plant-based proteins are perceived as 
healthy, sustainable and animal-friendly,4 and among flexitarians and 
vegans/vegetarians, chickpeas are seen as a better source of protein 
than other pulse based proteins.5
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